
Section 1 contains an overview of the entire document. 
Section 2 establishes terms and acronyms. 
Section 3 covers Hazard Evaluation and Classification. I've taken 
these things into account when creating my recomendations for the 
standard operating procedure. 
Section 4 covers "Control Measures"- it specifies what things must and 
must not be done when using certain lasers. I have summarized them 
below.
We are using a class 3B laser, meaning that it "may be hazardous under 
direct and specular reflection viewing conditions, but is normally not 
a fire hazard, diffuse reflection hazard, nor a laser generated air 
contaminant production hazard".
Our laser is unsupercised when operating, so the laser must be clearly 
labeled with the warning logotype and the area in which it is being 
used must be labeled and not be dangerous to unprotected spectators 
[4.4.1.2.1]
The LSO must review the area and ensure that it's safe [4.4.2.1] 
(because we don't have a protective housing)
The laser must not be able to be turned on when the lid is opened. 
[4.4.2.1.3]
The switch must be keyed [4.4.2.2] and must be clearly labeled 
[4.4.2.10.2]
We have a fully open beam path [4.4.2.7.1], so the LSO needs to 
perform a laser hazard evaluation and make sure it's all safe.
We need a visible warning device. It should be green when safe, yellow 
when energized, red when transmitting- because of the nature of our 
design I think we can do it so that it's just red when on. [4.4.2.8.1]
Safety procedures must be established by the LSO [4.4.3]
Education and training must be provided to employees working with 
these lasers [4.4.3.3]
The LSO must declare certain individuals 'authorized' to used the 
lasers, and these individuals are the only people allowed to operate, 
maintain, or service them [4.4.3.4]

There may be other things to keep in mind found in ANSI Z136.6, which 
specifies things for the outdoors in particular [4.4.2.12]. Section 
4.4.3.6 gives an overview:
- LSO shall effect a laser hazard analysis
- If visible at night, the LSO must make sure it won't interfere with 
anything important. Also make sure it doesn't fly into an airplane, 
esp. if near airport [FAA Order JO 7400.2]
- The NHZ must be labeled clearly as a lazer hazard area
- All personnel who will enter the NHZ must be appropriately trained 
(see [5.2])
- Only authorized personel shall operate
- PPE for lasers must be provided
- No pointing them at cars and planes and stuff
- No pointing the lasers at eye level unless allowed by the LSO
- Make sure the beam terminates and is confined wherever possible
- When not in use, disable in a way that prevents it from being used



No spectators allowed where the system is being used while it is being 
used unless appropriate approval has been obtained, degree of hazard 
and avoidance procedure explained, and appropriate protective measures 
taken. [4.4.3.7]
"Laser alignment shall be performed in such a manner that the primary 
beam [...] does not expose the eye to" an unsafe level. Written SOP's 
outlining alignment procedure must be established, and using lower 
power lasers for alignment is recomended. Exclude unnecessary and non-
authorized individuals when aligning, use lower power lasers to align 
whenever possible, wear laser eye protection, use a beam block except 
when actually needed, use beam blocks to terminate the beam downrange, 
locate and block stray reflections, make sure all beams are terminated 
before high-power operation, post warnings when aligning [4.4.3.8]. 
(Perhaps we should consider a pole that the lasers get pointed at to 
terminate their beam?)
Because we don't have certain control measures, eye protection is 
needed. [4.4.4.2]

Section 5 discusses the training that must be given to those 
interacting with the lasers. 
Training must be provided to employees interacting with this laser 
system [5.1]

Section 6 discusses how to handle medical examinations invovling 
potential laser injuries, and has been incorporated into the standard 
operating procedure.
Section 7 covers non-beam hazards, I don't believe they are relevant 
to use due to the low power we're dealing with (they talk about 
arcing, electrocution, ionizing radiation, etc). 
Section 8 discusses the maximum levels of exposure to lasers before 
injury. The lasers we are using can be safely shined into the eye for 
a tiny fraction of a second, so I've rounded that to 0 because of our 
use case.
Section 9 discusses measurements and how to perform them, and are not 
relevant to our use case.
Section 10 is a description of the revisions to the standards. 
The remainder of the document is a collection of tables and an 
appendix. This content has been summarized and included where 
relevant. 

Appendix A defines responsibilities of certain staff members.  
The Laser Safety officer is an individual required to be on staff 
because of the power level of these lasers. The Laser Safety Officer 
is "an individual designated by the employer with the authority and 
responsibilty to effecet the knowledgeable eavaluation and ocntorl of 
laser hazards, and to monitor and enforce the control of such 
hazards". The LSO does not need to be a full-time occupation when "the 
workload for an LSO does not require a full time effort". 



The responsiblities of the LSO that are relevant to this project are 
as follows:
- Creating safety policies and procedures that are in line with 
relevant legal requirements, and keeping this policies up-to-date.
- Verifying the classificiations of lasers being used
- Performing hazard evaluation
- Making sure the control measures are being followed
- Approving the use of lasers
- Approving the procedures involving lasers
- Recomending, approving, and supplying protective equipment
- Making sure warning labels and signs are clear and set up
- Inspecting facilities and installations before being used
- Ensuring that personnel are appropriately trained and aware of 
safety procedures if they will encounter these lasers
- Performing medical examinations when necessary
- Recording injuries as a result of lasers to be provided to medical 
staff or governments when relevant
- Performing audits, surveys, and inspections
- Have a plan in place to respond to accidents involving lasers
- Approving usage of laser systems


